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El Paso Segundo Barrio Muralism:
Barrio History, Memory, and Identity in Community Artwork
by Eduardo García
Mural artwork in the United States has been extensively viewed through the lens of Chicano identities,
particularly stemming from the Chicano movements of California and Central Texas. However, other
important centers in Texas and New Mexico with affinity to Chicano and Mexican-American identity
have been marginally examined, resulting in minimal to no attention to the artwork and artists of these
areas within greater Chicano and art history research. One such epicenter of the mural tradition that
continues to this day is in the city of El Paso, Texas. Situated on the border between the United States
and Mexico, and at the confluence of the three states of Texas, New Mexico, and Chihuahua, the mural
tradition in El Paso draws on community-centered activism and speaks to the liminal space of identity
throughout the border region. This tradition incorporates values of Mexican-American, Hispanic, and
Chicano culture that branch into the greater southwest regions of New Mexico and Texas. Through a
discourse between muralism iconography in El Paso and local Chicano history, I hope to bring an
appreciation for values inherent in the identity and artwork of people living along the Texas, New
Mexico, and Mexico borderland.
Muralism in the U.S.-Mexico border town of El Paso has a rich history and tradition, stemming from
some of the earliest formed neighborhoods, or barrios, close to the downtown district of the city.1 The
art tradition that began in these downtown barrios mirrored certain esthetic and thematic content from
traditions in other major U.S. cities, albeit with iconography that was, and still is, pertinent to the social
and visual values of the El Paso community, in particular. A prominent artistic push in the late 1970s
and into the 1980s from one of El Paso’s oldest neighborhoods, the Segundo Barrio, was exceptionally
important to the continuation of muralism in the downtown area. During the 1980s, young artists in
this district were influenced by educators at Bowie High School, the local public high school serving
the Segundo Barrio. To this day, the mural tradition passed down from the post-Civil Rights era of
Segundo Barrio and Bowie High School cohort of artistry has had a lasting impact on the El Paso
community art scene. Through a case study of artists that are generationally linked, I view the use of
instilled Chicano/barrio values in iconography and themes in muralist artwork as an embodiment of
the El Paso community memory. These specific visuals, namely in the form of local barrio figures,
cultural Chicano and Mexican icons, and community-relevant themes, make the muralism in the
Segundo Barrio an expression of neighborhood identity and values. Furthermore, the generational
continuation of muralism and establishment of local art workshops directly linked to these artists
provides longevity to the mural tradition and the values of the community.
El Paso is situated along the turning banks of the Río Grande, the natural border in the state of Texas
defining the political boundary between the United States and Mexico. Long before the now
established concrete canals and border fence, the river meandered through the El Paso downtown
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district and one of its oldest neighborhoods, the Segundo Barrio, or Second Neighborhood, and up into
New Mexico where it runs directly through Albuquerque.2 Because of the proximity of El Paso’s sister
city, Ciudad Juárez in Mexico, located directly across the river, the transnational movement of people,
goods, and ideas has had a prominent role in El Paso’s geopolitical and social history. The Segundo
Barrio and surrounding communal institutions have been at the crossroads of this liminality, partially
due to the geographic proximity of border crossing bridges that see foot and vehicle traffic in
considerable amounts on a daily basis.
In order to understand the artwork of El Pasoan mural artists after the 1980s, earlier examples of
muralism connected to local social issues of the Segundo Barrio are important to examine. Community
service centers, churches, and schools situated in the Segundo Barrio have long been relevant to its
history of cross-culture demographics. These facilities have not only served the downtown district of
El Paso through social action, they have also formed part of the community’s identity and its access to
public art. Centro de Salud Familiar La Fe, a major center for social health services in the
neighborhood since its establishment in 1967, offers its services to the Segundo Barrio community to
this day.3 The clinic’s AIDS program of the 1980s became a theme of an expansive mural, titled, SIDA
(AIDS) by artist Carlos Callejo (fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Carlos Callejo, “SIDA,” 1988, Acrylic on Stucco. Photograph by Tim Drescher

Here, Callejo depicts the growing epidemic of AIDS in the 1980s, a health issue that deeply affected
the community of the La Fe clinic. The sweeping tornado in the mural creates an allegorical path of
destruction, while ostrich figures with buried heads politically comment on the local and national
government’s inactive response to the crisis affecting the community. While Callejo’s SIDA mural
2
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portrays social struggles, other longstanding muralism represents the importance of local El Paso
figures in relation to Segundo Barrio establishments. The Sacred Heart mural (fig. 2) stands on the
side wall of a local tortilla factory and was commissioned by the Sacred Heart Church, another
prominent downtown barrio institution that has aided in socio-community issues.

Fig. 2. Francisco Delgado, Mauricio Olague, and Bowie High School students, “Sacred Heart,” 2007.
Photograph by Jorge Salgado.

Part of a projected curated by artist Francisco Delgado and art students at Bowie High School, the
Sacred Heart mural portrays local figures that have dedicated their service to the church and
community, such as, well-known El Paso priest, Father Rahm, shown riding a red bicycle. In the
immediate center, religious iconography draws the viewer from the Virgen de Guadalupe to Christ on
the cross; the Sacred Heart image completes the trio of religious symbols, set in the foreground of the
Sacred Heart Church’s own outline. Both the SIDA and Sacred Heart murals place importance on local
and religious iconography that informs community memory and identity. This type of esthetic is seen
in many early murals across the downtown and Segundo Barrio area, and it is also reflected in the
pedagogy and works of local art educators.
One highly influential art instructor from the Bowie High School Post-Civil Rights era was Gaspar
Enríquez (b. 1942).4 Enríquez’s pedagogical methods at Bowie High School involved working on
community projects involving muralism, specifically within the Segundo Barrio area that fed into this
school. His prolific work has been featured in important Chicano exhibitions, such as, CARA:
Resistance and Affirmation (1991–93) and Cheech Marin’s Chicano Visions (2001). Having grown up
in a barrio community himself, Enríquez has a strong sense of personal Chicano identity. The opening
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subline to his website states, “One is born a Mexican, but one chooses to be Chicano.”5 This sensibility
would carry into his own artistic purpose and pedagogy. By teaching his cohort of students the value
of community art and the meaning of Chicano values, Enríquez influenced the later esthetic and
thematic content of muralism in El Paso, which can be generationally linked to his time at Bowie High
School.
Though not primarily rooted in the muralist tradition, Enríquez’s work spans many different mediums
while still incorporating central themes related to his identity. Among the prominently featured themes
are depictions of barrio values: neighborhoods, the barrio cholas and cholos, cross-culture identity,
and Mexican religious iconography.6 Enríquez’s main focus when depicting individuals are the facial
expressions. For example, although he portrays barrio cholas/cholos in typical fashion, Enríquez
usually depicts their demeanor contrary to perceived stereotypes of criminality or callousness. Rather,
the expressions are humanized, showing emotions ranging from sadness and loneliness to
determination and pride. From his experience living in the barrio, Enríquez counters the exoticized
and criminalized way cholas and cholos are usually perceived by imbuing them with a range of
expression. Examples of this representation of barrio figures can be seen in Enríquez’s Sandra La
Cholita, and La Rosa Dolorosa de Mi Vida (fig. 3 and 4).

Fig. 3 (left). Gaspar Enríquez, “Sandra La Cholita,” 1992, Airbrushed Acrylic on Board. Photograph by the
artist. Fig. 4 (right). Gaspar Enríquez, “La Rosa Dolorosa de Mi Vida,” 1995, Mixed Media Installation.
Photograph by the artist.

These two pieces clearly show Enríquez’s esthetic and thematic sensibilities, presented across two
different mediums. Sandra La Cholita illustrates the chola persona as the central focus, giving her a
5
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posture that invokes a sense of pride, perhaps for her identity or ties to the barrio, through the slightly
raised facial glance. La Rosa Dolorosa de Mi Vida alludes to European traditional sculpture, invoking
Michelangelo’s famous Pieta, and thus highlighting Enríquez’s exposure to and study of the European
classical art tradition. However, the figures of Jesus Christ and Mary are replaced with barrio
individuals who echo the feelings of suffering and loss. The placement of a prominent Virgen de
Guadalupe sculpture in the installation’s background and a constructed ofrenda to the side both
reference important Mexican religious iconography, again highlighting values inherently found in
Enríquez’s constructed barrio.

Fig. 5. Gaspar Enríquez, “Neither Here nor There,” n.d., Acrylic on Paper, 3 out of 6 panels are shown.
Photograph by the artist.

In his acrylic on paper work, titled, Neither Here Nor There (fig. 5) Gaspar Enríquez turns his theme
to barrio bi-national identity. Once again depicting barrio women as the central subject, Enríquez
juxtaposes repeating portraits with altered color filters throughout six panels (Fig. 5). The hues
represent the colors of the United States and Mexican flag, respectively, alluding to the bi-national
identity of many individuals living in the barrio. The work calls into question how perceived ideas of
“nationality” are not exclusively binary in the barrio. One can belong to one or the other, or as the
work title suggests, neither. The racialized and politicized liminality of border identity is questioned
in the thematic content of these panels, showing Enríquez’s own perception of how the neighborhood
he is from identifies itself.
As noted, Enriquez’s foray into muralism was mostly done through curatorial projects with his students
at Bowie High School. His help curating the local mural, Tribute to Enedina ‘Nina’ Sánchez Cordero
shows how collaborative efforts between art students and the community helps preserve the memory
of local figures and institutions important to the Segundo Barrio. Enedina Sánchez Cordero, the
founder of Centro de Salud Familiar La Fe, is the subject of the mural; dedicated to her memory, the
mural depicts medical wellness symbols, as well as a sprawling scroll engraved with the poem Eres
Mujer Chicana. This project, carried out by the Bowie High School students under Gaspar Enríquez’s
direction, continued to highlight the importance of memorializing local community figures and social
issues. Enríquez’s purposeful instillment of social health, community, and Chicano values within the
mural is reflective of values he continually passed on to his students during his time at Bowie High
School.

Gaspar Enríquez’s instruction at Bowie High School would continue to influence another generation
of Segundo Barrio artistry. One of the most prolific muralists from this pedagogical genealogical tree
is Jesús “Cimi” Alvarado, a current muralist, instructor, and activist working in the community.
Alvarado’s formations of barrio identity stemmed from a young age, as he grew up in the Segundo
Barrio neighborhood and attended private school at the Sacred Heart Church during his early
childhood.7 His transition to public school education at Bowie High School exposed him to the art and
teaching of Gaspar Enríquez, whose preservation and cultivation of Chicano and barrio esthetics
would later form prominent components of Alvarado’s own work. Alvarado claims Enríquez’s tutelage
was the most impactful factor of his young adult life. Proud sensibilities of barrio and local figures,
the importance of religious iconography, and transnational identity are carried through from Enríquez’s
artwork into Alvarado’s public muralism.
The exploration of barrio figures in Alvarado’s work is seen in Pachuca Blood, a mural located in the
underpass bridges connecting Mexico to the United States, not far from the Segundo Barrio. Much
like Gaspar Enríquez’s earlier airbrushed acrylic work, Alvarado places the female Chicana barrio
identity, known as the Pachuca, as an expressive body proud of her transnational heritage. Wrapped
around like a shawl, the two flags of the United States and Mexico reaffirm her bi-cultural identity,
mirroring the identities of many inhabitants living throughout the El Paso-Ciudad Juárez borderland.
In her hand, the Sacred Heart again makes an appearance and interweaves religious values with
Alvarado’s own history of attendance at Sacred Heart Church into the iconography. The Pachuca
stands tall and with fierce determination on her face, reaffirming her proud yet liminal placement in
between two countries. Alvarado dedicated this mural to the women affected by the violence of the
late 2000s throughout Ciudad Juárez, the border city plagued in recent years by cartel drug wars,
government corruption, and silenced femicide.
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Fig. 6 (left). Jesús Alvarado, “Pachuca Blood,” 2010. Photograph by the artist. Fig. 7 (right). Jesús Alvarado,
“Untitled Artspace Loft Mural,” 2018. Photograph by the artist.

Apart from Pachuca personas, locally recognized icons are also depicted in recent artwork by
Alvarado. His public mural for newly built apartment complexes in downtown El Paso was made in
collaboration with other local muralists. In this work, Alvarado reminisces on well-known local
figures, notably placing Abraham Chávez as the central focus of the mural. The longtime conductor of
the El Paso symphony and proponent of the arts in the downtown area, Abraham Chávez can be seen
with baton in hand, overlooking, “conducting,” and perhaps, inviting the community to participate in
remembering the figures painted beneath him. Mexican/Hispanic pop icons are depicted, as well, such
as, singer-comedian, Tin-Tan and wrestler, Sin Cara, figures that were prominent in old Mexican
movies and television programming that are remembered by many Mexican-Americans living in the
area.
Jesús “Cimi” Alvarado’s mission to continue instilling the muralism tradition with social issues is also
apparent in his curatorial and pedagogical influence. In 2010, an untitled mural project under his
supervision was painted in collaboration with Clínica La Fe and the El Paso Juvenile Probation
Department.8 In this project, several boys and girls from ages fifteen to seventeen dedicated service
hours to painting a mural that paid homage to immigrant issues, human rights, and Chicano identity.
This untitled mural painted in two large sections (fig. 8 and 9) dedicates part of its imagery to Chicano
culture. Pre-Colombian iconography, the United Farm Workers flag, and depictions of agriculture all
harken back to the Chicano activist history that Alvarado wished to depict and instill in the minds of
the young artists who participated in the project.
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Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. Jesús Alvarado and El Paso Juvenile Probation students, “Untitled Las Américas Mural,” n.d.
Photograph by Las Américas Immigrant Advocacy Center.

On the right side of the mural above the artists’ signatures, the words, “SB 1070” stand crossed out in
red under the shadow of a Justice Department statue, a clear rejection of the anti-immigrant and racist
conflagration caused by Arizona’s contentious passing of proposition SB 1070 that same year. The
other half of the mural depicts monarch butterflies, a long-standing symbol of migrant rights, crossing
an unwalled river and flying towards the liberating symbolism of the Statue of Liberty. The immediate
background contrasts the lived reality of the border, shown through a pinkish hued river clearly
depicting a walled division down the middle. Alvarado, no stranger to immigrant issues in the
southwest United States and his own city of El Paso, clearly comments on the divisive and racialdriven political policies happening at the time of this mural. Choosing the themes and values of
Chicano and Mexican-American identity for a project funded by juvenile probation programs and local
barrio social service institutions affirms Alvarado’s positionality and desire to continue instructing
youth, creating community awareness, and drawing on collective memory of past issues for relevance
in the immediate present.
Perhaps the best example of Alvarado’s amalgamation of esthetic and thematic Chicano and Segundo
Barrio sensibilities lies in a recent mural project. The use of religious iconography, barrio figures, and
transnational identity themes meld together in a mural painted shortly before President Trump’s first

visit to the El Paso borderland during his administration.9 As part of a collaborative effort with students
at St. Thomas University and Jesús “Cimi” Alvarado’s affiliation with the Kalavera Culture Shop, a
local artist supply store, this mural draws on themes of migratory struggle and the responsibility the
barrio community-at-large has in response to political immigratory rhetoric. Gloria Yrrobali, a local
beauty shop owner, is the mural’s main subject, shown extending her arms with a welcoming, motherlike demeanor to a flock of monarch butterflies. With a green mantle over her head, a clear allusion to
the Virgen de Guadalupe, this barrio woman acts as a caretaker of the butterflies, expressing her love
and nurturing through her outstretched arms and, again, challenging the racialized perceptions of
barrio individuals. The mural’s theme comments on the current situation of border migrant detention
centers, a heated topic due to the purposeful separation of families, the rejection of asylum-seekers
into the country, and the neglected effort by the U.S. government to improve living conditions at
migrant facilities. Thematically derived from Pavel Freidmann’s poem, The Butterfly, Alvarado
parallels Friedmann’s own experience as a victim of concentration camp imprisonment during World
War II to the struggles of imprisoned asylum seekers today. The butterfly theme in this sense becomes
more than a migratory symbol; for both Freidmann and Alvarado, the butterfly is a symbol of hope
and the responsibility that humanity must have going forward.

Fig. 10. Jesús Alvarado, Kalavera Culture Shop, and St. Thomas University Students, “Untitled Mural,” 2019.
Photograph by the artist.

Much like the earlier SIDA mural that commented on the government’s inaction to ensure the
community’s welfare, Alvarado questions the current U.S. administration’s neglect to address
9
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immigrant issues, although in a much more performative aspect. Alvarado’s timing during President
Trump’s visit and purposeful placement of the mural to face the border wall performatively criticize
the government’s inhumane treatment of asylum seekers. The iconography of the mural, on the other
hand, seeks to evoke a sense of healing and hope rather than placing blame or criticizing. Alvarado’s
theme of migrant acceptance transcends any specific policy or administrative rhetoric; the mural
artwork is aimed for longevity and continued instilment of humanitarian values in the community it
reaches.
An important outcome of the Enríquez/Alvarado muralist tradition is the establishment of the Kalavera
Culture Shop. Situated in the same district as downtown El Paso and the Segundo Barrio, and cofounded by Jesús Alvarado, the Kalavera Culture Shop provides a space for artists to purchase art
supplies, display their work, and create viable economic opportunities for the continuation of their art
practice. Kalavera Culture Shop has collaborated with many local artistic collectives and schools. In
fall 2019, Kalavera Culture Shop was the chief curating entity for muralism at El Paso’s annual
community art festival, known as, “Chalk the Block.” During this three-day festival in the downtown
art district, amateur and professional chalk painting takes over the sidewalks of the barrios, while other
curated installations provide artwork in performative and muralist mediums. In 2019, Kalavera Culture
Shop’s curation of mural art focused largely on community identity. One mural placed around the
theater district shows images of cars and trolleys seen in the downtown transit area, as well as street
signs labeled “Father Rahm” and “Santa Fe,” which lie at the heart of the Segundo Barrio. El Paso’s
colloquial title, Chuco Town, itself a reference to Pachuco identity, is sprawled in graffiti-style letters
in green, red, and white hues. This restatement of Mexican flag colors reflects the collaborating artists’
view of El Paso’s bi-national identity. The continual display of values inherent to the El Paso
downtown community and Mexican-American community-at-large into muralism curated by the
Kalavera Culture Shop demonstrates the wish to continue the muralist tradition and ensure the
proliferation of socio-cultural values.
Muralism in the city of El Paso, Texas has historically been linked to societal issues affecting the
members of its barrios. From the early examples of murals linked to social institutions providing
services to the members of the community to the lineage of Chicano and transnational sensibilities
instilled through Bowie High School art programs in post-Civil Rights El Paso, it is evident these
traditions have a long-standing importance to the community. The depiction of barrio figures as proud
reflections of their neighborhood have thematically carried across the artwork of Gaspar Enríquez and
Jesús “Cimi” Alvarado. Mexican religious iconography and transnational identity have also been a
unifying theme in the community artwork of the Segundo Barrio. These esthetic and thematic choices
by artists in El Paso reaffirm their own personal views of the barrio, their sensibilities, and their
identity. Through the practice of sharing, collaborating, curating, and teaching, these values continue
to proliferate into mural artwork in El Paso and the greater Southwest. More and more, artists from
within and outside the community are claiming a space on the Segundo Barrio’s walls and are eager
to continue the enrichment of community values, identity, and resilience in a way that commemorates
the past while inspiring hope for the future.
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